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Personal Paint v6.1
Personal Paint is a powerful and

intuitive paint and image processing
package which takes full advantage of
all generations of Amiga computers
and their operating systems, accelera-
tor cards (including FPU and cache-
RAM) and graphics boards (Display
Database and Blitter compatible). It
offers image processing functions
which include: programmable effects
(like emboss, sharpen, blur etc.),
‘‘intelligent’’ color reduction and
remapping, palette merge, different
file formats (IFF, PCX, GIF, encrypted
C source code etc.) Also included are
up to nine brushes, two different
working environments, text editor,
color fonts, Amiga Clipboard (for text
images), PostScript driver (with data
compression, color printing and

separation), customizable user
interface with stereo sound effects,
screen grabber... plus a disk with 256-
color images for all Amiga models.
Personal Paint is distributed in the US
by DKB. The list price of v6.1 is $99.
DKB Software, 50240 West Pontiac Trail,
Wixom, MI 48393, (313) 960-8751.
Inquiry #204

Studio Printer Version 2.0 Release
Studio Printer Version 2.0 is a

powerful set of printer drivers for the
Amiga. Version 2.0 will feature full
driver support for all major printers,
an improved user interface, and
improved Workbench printer drivers.
Along with the HP and Epson emula-
tion drivers, new drivers for the Canon
BJC, Canon BJ, and Epson Stylus

printers has been added. The
main new feature is the first
Color Management System
(CMS) on the Amiga. This
system allows users to print
colors matching the screen
colors. If required, the system
can be easily calibrated using a
scanner, or by hand. After
adjusting the system to your
monitor and printer, colors or
greyscales are printed matching
the screen colors as close as
possible.

Studio Version 2.0 picture printing
application now supports IFF ILBM,
IFF DEEP, JPEG, GIF, TARGA, PGM,
PPM, and OS 3.0 Data type images.
Suggested List Price is $99.  Contact
your local Amiga dealer, favorite mail
order company, or NoahJi’s to
purchase Studio.  There will be a
special upgrade price of $39 for all
currently registered owners of Studio
offered directly from NoahJi’s.
NoahJi’s, 3591 Nyland Way, Lafayette,
CO 80026, Tel: 303-499-1975, Fax 303-
499-1979. Inquiry #205

dataTAX U.S.A. Gets New Publisher
Legendary Design Technologies

has announced that they are the new
publisher of the dataTAX tax prepara-
tion software for the Amiga. This
product was formerly known as
TaxBreak from Oxxi. Not only will
Legendary be producing and updating
the tax forms each year, but they have
also made several improvements to the
program. dataTAX now conforms
better to the 2.x/3.x standard, has
more printing options and is faster and
more accurate than ever. Previous
owners of any version of either
dataTAX or TaxBreak will be eligible
to receive the 1994 version for $29.95.
Customers should direct their inquiries
to the appropriate office.
In the US: Legendary Design Technologies
Inc., PO Box 1147, Lewiston, NY 14092-
8147. In Canada: Legendary Design
Technologies Inc., 25 Frontenac Avenue,
Brantford, ON N3R 3B7. Inquiry #206

Gage CS220 Driver
An Exec device driver for the

Gage CS220 digital oscilloscope, it
supplies full access to all configurable
parameters such as coupling, sampling
rate, trigger modes, etc. Includes
autodocs on disk and in printed form.
A DataWeb module that interfaces to
this driver is available. Contact
Endicor for a demo disk or information
on availability of drivers for other
Gage models. It requires Workbench
2.04 or later, ‘‘GoldenGate II’’ or ‘‘GG2
Bus +’’ Zorro-II to ISA bus Bridge, and
a CompuScope CS220 digital oscillo-
scope from Gage Scientific. SRP is
$99.00.
Endicor Technologies, Inc., PO Box 29000
#355, San Antonio, TX 78229, Tel: 210-
650-4988. Inquiry #207

Personal Paint, distributed in
the US by DKB Software,
provides powerful tools for
image processing needs.
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Soft-Logik Announces the
Availability of Wordworth and
Datastore!

Soft-Logik has announced an
exclusive licensing agreement with
Digita International that will bring
Digita’s acclaimed Wordworth, word
processor and new Datastore, database
manager to the US and Canada.

Digita International is the leading
publisher of Amiga productivity
software in the United Kingdom.
Under this agreement, Soft-Logik will
now market and support Wordworth
and Datastore in the United States and
Canada. Technical support options
will also be made available to existing
users of these programs in North
America.

‘‘The American Amiga market has
undergone a lot of changes in the last
year,’’ said Soft-Logik president Deron
Kazmaier. ‘‘It is important that Amiga
users in the United States and Canada
have access to the very best Amiga
word processor and database pro-

grams. We will give Amiga users that
access.’’

Wordworth 3.1 is the latest
version of Digita’s award-winning
processor. It includes advanced online
help tutorials, intuitive editing,
amazing text effects, and supports
PostScript, TrueType and
Compugraphic fonts. Its real-time spell
checking, drag and drop editing,
tables, built-in printer font support
and enhanced PostScript printing
make it the best choice for all Amiga
word processing. Wordworth is
available immediately from Soft-Logik
at a direct price of $135.

Datastore is a new personal
database manager. It comes with Easy
Start Templates and extensive online
help. It features mail-merge with
Wordworth, forms with text and
graphics, sophisticated queries and a
Navigator with VCR-style controls.
Datastore will became available in
mid-December from Soft-Logik at a
direct price of $95.
Soft-Logik Publishing Corporation, PO
Box 3838, Ballwin, MO 63022-3838, Sales
(314) 256-9595 or (800) 829-8608, Tech
(314) 256-9333, FAX (314) 256-7773,
BBS, (314) 256-8971.  Please note these
are new phone numbers and a new
address. Inquiry #208

Fossil AGA
Fossil AGA is a multimedia

paleontology/dinosaur
discovery system. It
covers a wide range of
topics including the
scientific names of
dinosaurs, bone
structures, important
paleontologists in
history, and many
other interesting facts.
It is complete with 256
color graphics,
digitized sounds, and
factually accurate
information. Also,
Fossil AGA can be

used to generate instant reports on
each dinosaur type. It requires an
A1200 or A4000 with hard drive and
has an SRP of $24.95.
Christopher C Meeker, RR #4 Box 223,
Oswego, NY 13126. Inquiry #209

Macros for Lightwave 3D Modeler
MacroForm is a set of 10 powerful

modeling macros for Lightwave 3D.
Performing modifications on existing
data, MacroForm provides excellent
tools for morph and organic object
creation.  With tools like ExoForm
which allows for ‘‘digital clay’’
modeling; Combine_Curve which will
combine curve data from 2 curves to
create one; and RailForm & Rubberize
which allow you to do object distor-
tions, MacroForm has tools to satisfy
the artist, industrial designer, and 3D
producer alike.
OAO Software, PO Box 218, Vauxhall, NJ
07088-0218, Tel: 908-964-4546. Inquiry
#210

‘‘New School Sighted’’
Fred Fish and Amiga Library Services
has announced an addition to their
rapidly expanding product line.
‘‘LIGHT-ROM’’ is a CD-ROM exclu-
sively for Lightwave artists containing
over 600 megabytes of: Lightwave
objects and exclusive scene files,
Thumbnail renderings for easy
previewing, ‘‘Showcase’’ Directory-a
unique stage for Lightwave artists, and
a Bonus selection of over 100MB of
Imagine objects & text. SRP is $39.95
and may be purchased from your local
Amiga retailer or by contacting Amiga
Library Services.
Amiga Library Services, 610 N Alma
School Road, Suite 18, Chandler, AZ
85224-3687, Tel: 1-800-804-0833, Fax:
602-491-0048. Inquiry #211

Strikes-N-Spares Pro
This upgrade to Strikes-N Spares

takes all the great features of the
original and adds Computer Bowlers,
more animation, sound effects, modem
play, increased database information,
save settings option, choice of ball
color and much more. SRP is $49.95,
for registered users the upgrade is
$14.95.
Beyond Entertainment, PO Box 81,
Glendale, AZ 85311-0081, Tel 1-800-887-
9775.  Inquiry #212

Soft-Logik’s exclusive
licensing agreement
will provide Wordworth
and new Datastore to
the North American
Amiga user.
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Fractal MusicLab
Fractal MusicLab is a 16 channel

music composition product that
produces unique musical structures
and organization that you can use for
composing original music sequences. It
can either generate musical structures
internally utilizing Iterated Function
Systems, or extract musical structure
from externally created fractal ILBM
images. Numerous options exist for
applying the musical structures. The
program includes an easy-to-use IFS
Code editor for internally producing
an infinite number of fractal structures,
and an extensive graphic music editor
supporting all MIDI event types. The
program supports both IFF SMUS and
MIDI music file formats for compat-
ibility with most professional sequenc-
ers and multimedia authoring pro-
grams. SRP is $99 and it requires an
Amiga with 2MB RAM and
AmigaDOS 1.3/2.0.
Digital Expressions Research, W6400
Firelane 8, Menasha, WI 54952, Tel: 414-
733-6863.  Inquiry #213

Three new products from
Fairbrothers, Inc.

China Word
This title is for integrated Chi-

nese/English word processing. Uses
Pinyin input method for Chinese
characters. 3700 traditional Chinese
characters are available. Integrated text
environment with ProWrite 3.3 or
higher. SRP of $99.95 and an availabil-
ity date of February of 1995. The
system requirements include 2MB
Ram, with AmigaDOS 2.0 or higher.

TranScript - German
This title offers German to English

translation. Input German text or
word-processing document and get an
editable output in English text. It
works with ASCII text and translates

words, phrases and sentences.
Provides gender, number, case, tense
and person agreement. It improves
word order and quickly finds transla-
tions for individual words. The
dictionary can be edited for new words
and revisions. SRP is $99.95 with a
release date of February 1995. System
requirements include 2MB Ram and
AmigaDOS 2.0 or higher.

Audio Gallery - Indonesian
Audio Gallery Indonesian is a

talking picture dictionary which
teaches you beginning, spoken, and
written Indonesian. It includes 30
colorful scenes such as animals,
alphabet, kitchen, places, weather, etc.,
combined with over 800 digitized
vocabulary words and phrases. This
eight disk set presents Indonesian and
English translations. A dictionary and
self-help quizzes are also included.
SRP is $69.95, also with a February
1995 release date.
Fairbrothers, Inc., 5054 S 22nd St,
Arlington, VA 22206, Tel: 703-820-1954,
FAX: 703-391-2164. Inquiry #214

The New Online Bible Search 2.0
Version 2.0 of the Online Bible

Search has been released. This title
instantly finds any word or phrase in
the Bible with output to screen, printer
or disk. You can add your own notes,
topics and word definitions. The
program is menu driven with context
sensitive help screens throughout. It
requires at least one Text Module
which must be installed on a Hard
Disk. Optional Online Bible Search
modules include: Greek/Hebrew
Lexicon; 635,000 cross references;
5000+ topics including Thompson’s
and New Topical Bible; various Verse
Notes and more on one CD-ROM disk.
Special Online Bible Paks include an
Install disk, printed Users Guide, Text
Module, Greek/Hebrew Lexicon, 5000
Topics, and Treasury of Scripture
Knowledge disks.

Paks cost $75 - $100 and requires
14-22 megabytes of disk space. Online
Bible Search Text modules cost $40 -
$65 and includes text disks and a 120
page printed Users Guide. Optional
Add-On Online Bible modules cost $8 -
$24 each.
SOGWAP software, 115   Road, Decatur,
IN 46733, Tel: 219-724-3900.
Inquiry #215

New Product?
Industry Announcement?

  Send it to:
New Products Editor
Amazing Computing

P.O. Box 2140
Fall River, MA 02722-2140

(508) 678-4200
FAX (508) 675-6002

·AC·

Oregon Research Acquires Pure
Logic Software

Oregon Research is pleased to
announce the acquisition of Pure
Logic Software. Pure Logic’s title
On the Ball will continue to be
sold and supported by Oregon
Research. All existing Pure Logic
customers will receive notification
on how to obtain product support
from Oregon. If you have recently
purchased a Pure Logic Software
product, but have not yet regis-
tered, please send the registration
to Oregon Research.

The current version of On the
Ball is V 1.50 and it includes many
new features and additions such
as file import/export support for
Legendary Design Technologies’
program Address It! The latest
version can be obtained from
Oregon Research by returning
your original program disk and $5
for postage and handling.

Oregon Research is dedicated
to the development of high quality
Amiga software. They promise
continued product support and
development of On the Ball.
Oregon Research is actively
upgrading and improving the
product and expects to release a
major new version early in 1995.
For more information or a copy of
detailed product literature contact:
Oregon Research, 16200 SW Pacific
Hwy Ste. 162, Tigard, OR 97224, Tel
(503) 620-4919, FAX (503) 624-2940.
Inquiry #216


